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Thank you for affording Mdokha Designs the opportunity to present this 

proposal to you. We are confident that we can provide you with professional 

service and support your requirements, we assure you of our best attention 

at all times. 

Mdokha Designs is here to help you - we understand how hard it is for 

the business to compete in today’s global market place and so we help you 

concentrate and focus on your business while we take care of your brand 

packages  

In this document is the price quotation on the branding packages we provide. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have 

regarding the quotation as well as any of our other services that we offer. 
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The Process 

The following are the various aspects that Mdokha Designs covers to get your brand to be the one that 

appeals to the public. 

Conceptualization / preliminary investigation  

All corporate branding aspects that have been mentioned in this document, we will work together with you. We 

will need your view of your dream design. We will then advise you on the suitable brand for you and/or your 

organization. We will thereafter use the information gathered on this stage to produce your final product. 

A minimum deposit of 35% of an amount of the required design package is required to commence the work. 

After the acceptance of the design project, the remaining balance is required for the work to be released. 

Branding packages 

We brand you or your company in the following way: 

 Logo Design 

 First impression lasts longer, and your logo is likely the first piece of information your audience 

has about your company. Having a professional brand identity is no trivial matter; instead, it is a 

powerful tool that instantly communicates your corporate style and philosophy, and sets your 

competition. To say the least: Your logo can make or break your company, no pressure, right? 
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 Stationery Design 

 Never underestimate the image and branding potential of something as simple, yet imperative, 

as your business card and stationery design. Stationery has the power to impact the character 

and tone of your company and create a visual marker that will linger in people’s minds long 

afterwards.  

 Business Cards 

 Letterhead 

 Email Signature 

 Company Profile 

 Posters, Broachers and Pamphlets  

 Invoices and Quotations 

From the above we will therefore quote you according to your required types of brands. 
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We are looking forward to being of assistance to you and your business. Allow us on helping you maintain the 

competition of today’s global market place. We will make you concentrate and focus on your products and/or 

services while we take care of your electronic needs. 

We are aiming on assisting you to experience latest technologies available on the business world, in that way 

your business will succeed. 

Kind Regards 

Mr. Thando Mdokha 

011 552 4208 

073 080 7364 

Thando.mdokha@mdokhadesigns.co.za 

www.mdokhadesigns.co.za 
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